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AMOXCALLI
THE WORD AMOXCALLI MEANS BOOK HOUSE IN THE NAHUATL LANGUAGE. WE, THE MEXICA
PEOPLE HAD LIBRARIES BEFORE THE CONQUISTADORES BURNED THEM ALL. WE TREASURED
OUR BOOKS AS SOMETHING SACRED.

AmoxCalli treasures books as sacred as well. We celebrate and encourages reading. Read
everything and anything that you’re interested in, that lights that spark inside you, that fires up your
imagination and inspires you to be great and think big. We encourage the reading of stories about boy
wizards, fairies, witches, princesses in need of rescuing, princes and kings, dragons, soldiers,
warriors, war, anti-war, fairytales, graphic novels, manga, animation, fantasy, D&D, literary fiction,
non-fiction, history, romance, self-help, erotica, dictionaries, science, sci-fi, dreams, battles,
psychology, fitness, cookbooks, Darwinism, theology, pantheism, Wicca, the religion of your choice,
comic books, newspapers, magazines, classified ads, the Best of Craigslist… If it's well-written, well
thought out, then we want you to read it. We do not support bigotry in any form, and this site is
dedicated to literate, open-minded readers of all persuasions, with the work of authors we think will
fire your imagination. We deplore censorship.
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Gina MarySol Ruiz, or
Sol as her good
friends call her has
worked in the
entertainment industry
for the past 15 years
including one of the
best jobs/times of her
life the completely
online publication
group specializing in
the animation and
visual effects industry
worldwide, AWN.com.
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All the Stars in the Sky: Native Stories from the Heavens
Author: C.J. Taylor
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Lisa Alvarado is a
poet, performer,
and installation
artist, focusing on
identity, spirit, and
the body. She is
the founder of La
Onda Negra
Press, and is
author of Reclamo
and The
Housekeeper's
Diary, originally a
book of poetry and
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children's book
recommendations and
review for La Bloga.
Sol is active in Aztec
dancing and culture,
Chicano rights
activism and collected
modern first editions.
she's been an avid
and prolific reader
since she was five
years old. She resides
in Eagle Rock and has
four children, plus ten
amazingly beautiful
and much loved
grandchildren. Her life
has often been
described as a
telenovela and she
loves living it!
To have Sol review
your book on
AmoxCalli, please
contact her via email.
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book of poetry and
now a one-woman
Publisher: Tundra Books
performance, and
is the recipient of
ISBN-10: 0887767591
grants from the
ISBN-13: 978-0887767593
Department of
Cultural Affairs,
The NEA, and the
Ragdale
All the Stars in the Sky is a beautiful book. I’m always a big
Foundation. The
fan of collections of old folktales, myths and legends,
Housekeeper's
Diary, which dealt
especially when they come from the Americas because
with her
there was so much that was lost. Anything reclaimed or reexperiences as a
told is good in my mind. We need our culture and our
domestic for one of
history. I believe it’s vital. In this book, the author draws on
Chicago's
wealthiest families,
many traditions and their legends inspired by the skies.
premiered
Each is beautifully told as well as gorgeously illustrated.
nationally in
Washington, D.C.
in 2001, as a coI loved the legend of the Old Man and the Sun’s magical
production with Sol
leggings. It was witty and funny. The sweeping illustrations
y Soul and Gala
in bright sun-colored tones really added depth to both the
Hispanic Theater.
story and the humor. The illustration of Old Man sitting in the The
Housekeeper's
lake to cool himself off after misfiring the leggings arrows of
Diary was
flames was just too great. I laughed and laughed at that one. performed to soldout audiences and
critical acclaim in
Every time we save a legend from our indigenous past, we
Chicago, 2002.

Author: C.J. Taylor

honor our ancestors. Every time we tell a story from our

ancestors, we teach a history lesson to our children. Each
story is a pearl of culture, of tradition and fosters both
understanding and pride. Our children need these
foundations to stand upon. This book is a prayer, an offering
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to the ancestors. I encourage everyone to buy it, not just
those of us who are indigenous. Children will love the
stories as will adults. Highly recommended!
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About the Author:

She has performed
throughout the
U.S. and in Ajijic,
Jalisco in Mexico.
Lisa and her work
has been featured
in the Reader, The
Chicago Tribune,
Latino
USA/National
Public Radio, and
Public Radio
International.

C.J. Taylor is an internationally acclaimed artist and

Her first novel,
Sister Chicas
extensively throughout North America helping make the rich (written with Ann
Hagman Cardinal
cultural history of native people accessible to the young. Her
and Jane
paintings are in many private collections across Canada
Alberdeston) has
been bought by
and the US. She is a self-taught artist and storyteller who

children’s author of Mohawk heritage. She has traveled
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and the US. She is a self-taught artist and storyteller who
Network

has organized exhibitions of Native art across North
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America. All the Stars in the Sky is C.J. Taylor’s eleventh
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book. She lives in B.C.
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Penguin/NAL, and
was released in
April 2006. Sister
Chicas is a coming
of age story
concerning the
lives of three
young Latinas
living in Chicago.

inspired, intrigued, and mystified us from the beginning of
time. We’ve always searched for ways to comprehend their
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beauty and their meaning. Mohawk artist and author C. J.
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Taylor has drawn from First Nations legends from across
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inspired by the night skies.

North America to present a fascinating collection of stories
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Wasco, Ojibwa, and Cherokee — are by turns funny,
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beautiful, tragic, and frightening, but each one is infused
with a sense of awe.
From the Ojibwa legend of the great hunter, White Hawk,
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and his love for an unattainable maiden, or the Salish
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legend of a magical lake that is threatened when human
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beings turn greedy and lose their respect for its gifts and for
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the sun’s power, to the delightful Cherokee legend of
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Grandmother Spider who brought light to the world, this is
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an important collection that is enhanced by Taylor’s glorious
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paintings.
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1 COMMENT:
Georganna Hancock said...
This book sounds like a good one. I'll keep my eyes open for
it.
Um, could you remove those annoying snapshots? I can't
see the pictures and read the material on your interesting
blog because of them popping up in the way.
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